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This long-awaited, physics-first, design-oriented text describes and explains the under-

lying flow and heat transfer theory of secondary air systems. An applications-oriented

focus throughout the book provides the reader with robust solution techniques, state-of-

the-art three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methodologies, and

examples of compressible flow network modeling. It clearly explains elusive concepts

of windage, nonisentropic generalized vortex, Ekman boundary layer, rotor disk

pumping, and centrifugally driven buoyant convection associated with gas turbine

secondary flow systems featuring rotation. The book employs physics-based, design-

oriented methodology to compute windage and swirl distributions in a complex rotor

cavity formed by surfaces with arbitrary rotation, counterrotation, and no rotation. This

text will be a valuable tool for aircraft engine and industrial gas turbine design engineers

as well as graduate students enrolled in advanced special topics courses.
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Preface

Albert Einstein famously said, “Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of

the mind to think.” I have concluded over a 30-plus-year career spent bridging the gap

between academic research and practical gas turbine design that current and future gas

turbine, heat transfer, and secondary air systems (SAS) or internal air systems (IAS)

design engineers (both academic and practitioners) must not only learn how and what to

do but, more importantly, question why things are done the way they are so that we can

find ways to do them better.

I have found the best approach to training the mind is summarized by another famous

Einstein quote, “Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.” The

beauty of simplicity is that it makes learning contagious. For a topic as complex as fluid

dynamics, a traditional, mathematics-first approach has failed many, as it tends to make

the study of engineering far more complex, and less intuitive, than the physics-first

approach that I use here. It is a technique that I have developed over a career spent

learning from giants, practicing with the best and brightest, and teaching the future

leaders of our industry.

Few people may know that I spent the first ten years of my professional career

without ever solving for a rotating flow. It wasn’t until 1981, when I began my PhD at

Arizona State University, that I first became fascinated with a new and emerging

technology: computational fluid dynamics, or CFD. Although CFD has since become

a ubiquitous tool used by hundreds of industries, back then, in order to incorporate CFD

into my research, I had to pick an obscure topic that I had to teach myself: the numerical

prediction of swirling flow in an abrupt pipe expansion.

In the fall of 1985, I started my first postdoc job at Allison Gas Turbines (now Rolls-

Royce). At Allison, I continued to develop prediction methods for turbulent swirling

flows in gas turbine combustors using advanced turbulence models. For example, we

successfully developed a low Reynolds number turbulence model to predict heat

transfer across a mixed axial-radial flow in a rotor cavity. Even more exciting, we were

able to predict nonentraining Ekman boundary layers on the rotor disks between the

inner source region and the outer sink region. These were my first practical applications

of the CFD-based modeling in gas turbine secondary air systems I first researched

during my PhD.

Three years later, when I joined the heat transfer and secondary flow group at GE

Aircraft Engines (GEAE), now called GE Aviation, I came across a new operational

term – windage. Windage was a significant factor in calculating the thermal boundary

conditions for gas turbine parts in contact with secondary air flows. Even though we had

xi
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design tools to compute windage temperature rise (it always increased coolant air

temperatures used in convective boundary conditions), there was no precise definition

of what “windage” actually was.

Some of my colleagues thought of it as viscous dissipation, whereas others saw it

resulting from friction on both stator and rotor surfaces. Just as I had done during my

PhD, I went back to first principles (angular momentum and steady flow energy

equations) to define windage in as simple terms as I could (not simpler). Not only did

the simplicity of my definition of windage made it incredibly contagious among my

colleagues at GEAE, but by using this new framework for windage, I was also able to

develop one of my most successful design tools – BJCAVT. BJCAVT was the first

program that could automatically compute windage and swirl distributions in a complex

rotor cavity formed by surfaces under three conditions: arbitrary rotation, counterrota-

tion, and no rotation. This program was extensively validated by numerous engine

measurements; and in addition to being very user-friendly, it was solution-robust,

always unconditionally converging in a few iterations with no user intervention.

BJCAVT became widely popular and an integral part of GEAE design practice, initially

at GEAE for all aero engines and later at GE Power Systems for all power generation

gas turbines. Four years later, as a result of BJCAVT and other unique developments at

GEAE, I was given my most prestigious managerial award in 1992 with the following

citation:

On behalf of Advanced Engineering Technologies Department, it gives me great pleasure to

present to you this Managerial Award in recognition of your significant contributions to the

development of improved physics-based heat transfer and fluid systems analysis methodologies

of rotating engine components. These contributions have resulted in more accurate temperature

and pressure predictions of critical engine parts permitting more reliable designs with more

predictable life characteristics.

A few years later, Professor Tom Shih, a world authority on gas turbine internal cooling

and CFD, invited me to coauthor a book chapter on Computations of Internal and Film

Cooling. It is important to note that internal cooling design of high-temperature turbine

airfoils derive its inlet boundary conditions from a SAS model of the gas turbine engine.

These cooled airfoils are also simulated in the SAS model as resistive elements through

pressure ratio versus effective area curves. In terms of the flow and heat transfer physics,

a lot is common between airfoil internal cooling and SAS modeling; both are simulated

in design through complex, locally one-dimensional flow networks. Internal cooling,

however, entails one simplification. When the coolant air enters the rotating serpentine

passages of a blade, it always assumes the state of solid-body rotation with the blade. In

a rotor-rotor or rotor-stator cavity, however, the coolant air rotation in the bulk may in

general be different from those of the rotor surfaces forming the cavity.

The interaction of windage and vortex temperature change in a rotor cavity is found

to be a significant source of confusion in gas turbine design. Since most design codes

have a built-in calculation of temperature change in an isentropic forced vortex, this

change is inadvertently added to the windage temperature rise in the cavity. In 2004, to

unravel the mystery of these and other related concepts, I was invited to Siemens

Energy, Orlando, to give a lecture to a team of heat transfer and SAS engineers.

xii Preface
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In 2006, I joined Siemens Energy full time to develop advanced tools for internal

cooling design of turbine airfoils. At that time, the University of Central Florida (UCF)

invited me to join the faculty as an adjunct professor for teaching a graduate course,

“EML5402 – Turbomachinery,” in the fall semester. I merrily accepted the invitation.

This opportunity allowed me to bring my years of industry experience into the class-

room to train the next generation of engineers to handle the challenges of designing

future gas turbines. The following year, UCF asked me to teach the core graduate

course, “EML5713 – Intermediate Fluid Mechanics,” in the spring semester. To my

surprise, I found that many students pursuing their graduate studies in the thermofluids

stream didn’t have a grasp on the first-principal fundamentals of fluid mechanics,

particularly in the control volume analysis of various conservation laws and one-

dimensional compressible flow in a duct featuring arbitrary area change, friction, heat

transfer, and rotation. Hardly anyone in the class could physically explain (without

using the Mach number equations of Fanno flows) why the Mach number of a subsonic

compressible flow in a constant-area duct increases downstream due to wall friction,

which is known to slow things down! Similarly, in this duct, if one eliminates friction (a

practically difficult task!) and heats the flow, why does the total pressure decrease and

the Mach number increase in the flow direction? Unlike incompressible flows, which

are formally taught in most courses on fluid mechanics, compressible flows feature

other nonintuitive behavior like choking when the flow velocity equals the speed of

sound and the formation of a normal shock in the supersonic regime. All bets are off

when such flows also involve duct rotation.

During the course of my teaching graduate courses at UCF, I realized that many

students needed help in understanding the key foundational concepts of fluid mechan-

ics. At the same time, the course on turbomachinery dealing with the design and

analysis of primary flowpath aerothermodynamics inspired in me to develop a follow-

up course dealing with secondary air systems modeling, which is the subject of this

book. Since fluid mechanics is a prerequisite core course for advanced courses in the

thermofluids stream, I decided to write my first textbook using a physics-first approach.

That 600-page book, Fluid Mechanics: An Intermediate Approach, was published in

July 2015 by Taylor & Francis.

While at Siemens Energy, I also realized that the engineers working on SAS

modeling and internal cooling design needed some help on understanding the flow

and heat transfer physics of various components of their models and not just follow their

operational design practices. In 2007, I began a twenty-hour lecture series within

Siemens titled “Physics-Based Secondary Air Systems Modeling.” The response to this

series was overwhelming, as more than 60 engineers globally joined these online

lectures. Encouraged by this experience at Siemens, I taught a two-day preconference

workshop on “Physics-Based Internal Air Systems Modeling” in conjunction with the

ASME Turbo Expo 2009 in Orlando. I later taught this workshop in an eight-hour

format at ASME Turbo Expo 2016 in Seoul, South Korea, and ASME Turbo Expo

2018 in Oslo, Norway. Teaching these workshops and publishing a graduate-level

textbook on fluid mechanics gave me the confidence needed to finally write this

textbook.
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The book is the culmination of three decades of continuous learning in gas turbine

industry and a decade of teaching graduate-level courses in turbomachinery and fluid

mechanics at UCF. It has taken this long for me to study the fascinating, and sometimes

counter-intuitive, world of gas turbine secondary flow systems to the point that I can

present the most complex topics in a simplified way that will make learning these topics

contagious.

I suggest the following syllabus for a three-credit graduate course (Turbomachinery II)

in a sixteen-week semester:

Week 1: Chapter 1 (Overview of Gas Turbines for Propulsion and Power

Generation)

Weeks 2–5: Chapter 2 (Review of Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, and Heat

Transfer)

Weeks 6–8: Chapter 3 (1-D Flow and Network Modeling)

Weeks 9–11: Chapter 4 (Internal Flow around Rotors and Stators)

Week 12: Chapter 5 (Labyrinth Seals)

Weeks 13–16: Chapter 6 (Whole Engine Modeling)

However, the course instructors are free to fine-tune this syllabus and reinforce it with

their notes and/or additional reference material to meet their specific instructional needs.

The book features a number of worked-out examples, chapter-end problems, and

projects, which may be assigned as a team-project for students to work on during the

entire semester.
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